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Flicker electroretinography (ERG) has served as a valuable
noninvasive objective tool for investigating retinal physiolog-
ical function through the measurement of electrical signals
originating from retinal neurons in response to tempo-
rally modulated light stimulation. Deficits in the response
at certain frequencies can be used as effective biomark-
ers of cone-pathway dysfunction. In this Letter, we present
the progress we made on its optical counterpart—photopic
flicker optoretinography (f-ORG). Specifically, we focus on
the measurement of the response of light-adapted retinal
photoreceptors to a flicker stimulus with chirped frequency
modulation. In contrast to measurements performed at
discrete frequencies, this technique enables a significantly
accelerated characterization of photoreceptor outer segment
optical path length modulation amplitudes in the nanome-
ter range as a function of stimulus frequency, enabling the
acquisition of the characteristic frequency response in less
than 2 sec.
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In many ocular diseases, there is a complex structure–function
relationship [1]. Moreover, the time lag between functional
deficits and detectable pathological changes in ocular morphol-
ogy is also variable and not easily determined [2]. In ophthalmic
research and practice, psychophysical and electrophysiological
methods are used to obtain information on visual function. Psy-
chophysical tests, e.g., microperimetry [3], or flicker sensitivity
tests [4] are subjective as they rely on the answers from the
test subject detecting and visually processing the light stimu-
lus. Visual electrophysiology tests, such as electroretinography
(ERG) [5], measure changes in electric potentials originating
from retinal neurons in response to light stimulation. They are

mildly invasive, objective tests that require the installation of
special electrodes on the test subject.

Flicker ERG is a type of ERG measurement of the retinal
response to a flickering stimulus [6]. The frequency response
characteristics of the ERG signals have been studied extensively
by Burns and Elsner, both at low temporal frequencies [7] and
at higher frequencies, where they exhibit non-linearities. These
frequency response studies proved to be instrumental in the anal-
ysis of retinal light adaptation [8] and critical flicker frequency
(CFF). In humans, studies of the frequency response ERG have
highlighted its potential as a biomarker of early development
of retinitis pigmentosa [9], of X-linked retinoschisis [10], and
of diabetic retinopathy [11], with attenuated high-frequency
responses in diseased subjects.

In recent years, it has been shown that retinal imaging tech-
niques such as adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy
and optical coherence tomography (OCT) could detect small
changes in reflected infrared (IR) light intensity occurring after
simultaneous stimulation with visible light, laying the founda-
tions for optoretinography (ORG), a group of techniques that
measure light-evoked changes in the photoreceptor layer or even
in individual cells [12].

With OCT, these signals can be derived from intensity-based
measurements (iORG) [13] or phase-based optoretinograms
(pORG) [14]. Many ORG studies focused on the photorecep-
tor outer segment (OS) length change as a functional response
to a single light flash bleaching some photopigments, giving
rise to theories about the potential origin of the response as the
physical manifestation of the first steps of phototransduction and
osmotic balance restoration, depending on the time delay from
the stimulus onset [15,16].

Similarly to photopic flicker electroretinography, we recently
have performed f-ORG experiments with humans to measure the
OS response of the photoreceptors to a flicker stimulus under
light-adapted conditions (photopic) over a broad range of stim-
ulus frequencies [17]. In our work, we noticed that changes in
optical path length of the cone outer segment, i.e., between the
inner and outer segment junction and the cone outer segment
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Fig. 1. Simplified representation of the effect of flickering light
on the cone’s outer segment; RPE, retinal pigment epithelium.

tips, from its length after light-adaptation (∆COS) oscillate with
the frequency of the stimulus (Fig. 1).

The light-adapted flicker protocol has two benefits. On the
one hand, it enables the measurement of optical path length
modulation amplitudes with better signal-to-noise ratios than
for dark-adapted eyes as it enables recording of flicker-induced
optical path length modulation over a steady background during
the whole acquisition window [17]; and on the other hand, it
allows for a decrease in measurement time by avoiding several
minutes of dark adaptation [18].

Unfortunately, performing full frequency characterization
requires an extensive number of measurements at separate
stimulus frequencies and conducting time-consuming data pro-
cessing for each of the acquired datasets. In this Letter, we
use frequency-chirped stimulus in f-ORG, enabling clinically
viable frequency response characterization of photoreceptors.
The frequency sweep protocol has been previously used in oph-
thalmology for measurements of critical flicker frequency (CFF)
with the use of ERG [19], and it gave results in agreement with
measurements at separate stimulus frequencies.

To record chirped f-ORG signal, we use a spatiotemporal opti-
cal coherence tomography (STOC-T) setup described in detail
in previous reports [17,20]. For the stimulation, we use a white
LED, with a central wavelength of 550 nm and a FWHM band-
width of 260 nm. The spectral shape of the LED, measured at
the eye pupil plane, was presented in our previous work (Fig. 1
in [17]). The measured rise and fall times of the LED were 3
and 1 ms, respectively. The retina was stimulated with a lin-
early chirped signal (from 5 to 45 Hz, sweep rate of 22.2 Hz/s),
and we record 340 spectral volumes (256× 256 camera pix-
els× 512 images) at a volume repetition rate of 188 Hz. During
the flicker stimulation, the illuminance on the retina repeat-
edly changed from 0 Td (excluding the illuminance of the OCT
beam) to a maximum value (specified in the description of each
experiment as the peak illuminance). For the reference measure-
ments at separate stimulus frequencies, we record a set of 170
volumes (512× 256 camera pixels× 512 images) at a volume
repetition rate of 188 Hz, for stimulus frequencies every 5 Hz.
In this case, for each separate flicker-frequency measurement,
the acquisition time is approximately 0.9 sec, while the time
required to acquire all data points for characterization of the
full photoreceptor-frequency response is several minutes. The
measurement time for the chirped f-ORG acquisition is instead
approximately 1.8 sec. In the case of separate flicker-frequency
measurements, we usually perform three acquisitions at every
given frequency to have meaningful data, while in the chirped
stimulus, cases around five acquisitions are enough for the whole
characteristics. However, the numbers might differ depending on
the subject’s stability and quality of STOC-T signal.

To retrieve the f-ORG signal, we processed the data, using
the procedure described in detail in our previous report [17].
However, STOC-T images can suffer from artifacts due to fast
transverse eye movements occurring within the laser sweep.
Given the small temporal window for each short-time Fourier
transform, it is essential to retain as many good-quality STOC-T
volumes as possible. To correct for such artifacts, we modi-
fied a windowing approach, previously applied to the correction
of axial movements in FF-FD-OCT systems [21]. For each
spectral volume, we divide the spectrum into eight 64-point sub-
spectra. Then these sub-spectra are Fourier transformed to obtain
low axial resolution volumes; and transverse shifts between
these volumes required for their alignment are computed by
performing their cross correlation in Fourier space. Finally, a
spline interpolation is applied to the calculated shift values, and
transverse shift correction is applied to each interferogram.

The complete single measurement data processing using
MATLAB scripts (340 OCT volumes, 512× 256× 256 pixels)
takes approximately 48 min on a 3-year-old PC (AMD Ryzen
3900X, GeForce 3060, 128 GB of RAM).

Figure 2(a) shows an example of the measured change in the
optical path length between IS/OS and COST, from the starting
length, i.e., DeltaCOS length (averaged from seven measure-
ment repetitions and after filtering out low frequencies for better
presentation) with linear frequency-chirped square wave flicker
stimulation illuminating the retina (shaded area). In the last
step, we analyze such signals using a short-time Fourier trans-
form (computed using a window size W = 48 volumes and an
overlap O= 24 volumes) to obtain spectrograms describing the
frequency content of the optical path length modulation ampli-
tude from 7.7 to 42.2 Hz, in consecutive time bins (I–XIII).
Lastly, the spectrograms from all repetitions are averaged [see
Fig. 2(b)], and the response amplitudes at the center frequen-
cies corresponding to each time bin are extracted to form the
frequency response characteristics. Though the signal averaging
leads to a response that seems buried in the noise above 1.2 sec in
Fig. 2(a), the spectrogram averaging in Fig. 2(b) shows that the
response is above the noise level within the whole measurement
range.

To experimentally validate chirped f-ORG, we performed a set
of in vivo experiments. All presented research was approved by
the Bioethical Committee at the Ludwik Rydygier Collegium
Medicum of Nicolaus Copernicus University (approval KB
87/2021). It was conducted following the tenets of the Declara-
tion of Helsinki. The STOC-T imaging beam power at the cornea
was equal to 3.9 mW. The safety of working with the tunable
laser (Broadsweeper 840-2-HP, Superlum) has been evaluated
in detail, as described in our previous publication [20]. Four vol-
unteers with no known pathologies were recruited for this study.
After the nature and possible risks of the study were explained,
the subjects provided informed consent. Only the subjects’ right
eyes were used, and the subjects’ pupils were not dilated for the
experiments. All the measurements were performed in a retinal
region 5° nasal to the fovea, and the responses were averaged
from the whole field of view (FOV), which was 0.85× 0.85 mm
in the case of chirped f-ORG. The illuminated retinal area was
larger than FOV to keep the whole FOV stimulated even in case
of eye movements.

Before the start of flicker and data acquisition, the retina of
each subject was adapted to light [17]. In the first set of experi-
ments, the 60 sec light adaptation with 47 µW (110,000 photopic
Td) bleached ∼ 81% of the cone-photoreceptor pigment. The
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Fig. 2. Example results from f-ORG measurements. (a) Lin-
ear frequency-chirped stimulation illuminating the retina (shaded
areas) and the corresponding f-ORG signal (averaged from seven
repeated measurements after filtering out low frequencies for better
visualization). (b) Example of spectrogram computed by averaging
spectrograms from all seven repetitions.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of ∆COS amplitudes measured separately at
different flicker frequencies (blue) and with the frequency-chirped
flicker stimulus (orange). Dashed lines represent fitted data used for
error estimation.

retinal illuminance in Td and bleach values were calculated as
in our previous paper [17]. We then used a peak retinal illumi-
nance of 186,000 Td during the flicker stimulation and compared
the results from the frequency-chirped flicker stimulus (five
repetitions) with the results from a constant-frequency flicker
repeated at different frequencies (32 measurements in total), as
described above. Figure 3 shows that both curves largely over-
lap. To numerically quantify the difference between the results
of the two procedures, first we fitted spline curves to the meas-
ured frequency responses due to different frequency samplings.
A spline was selected as it can closely follow the irregularities
in the plots. Then we computed the RMS difference, equal to
96 pm, and the maximum difference, equal to 170 pm, between
fitted curves.

In further experiments, the light adaptation and flicker illu-
minances were reduced. These changes increased the comfort
level of the subjects and resulted in a higher success rate (less
vignetting on the eye iris and increased stability during flicker).
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Fig. 4. Comparison of ∆COS amplitudes in two subjects for two
different peak retinal illuminance. The glow represents the stan-
dard deviation, and the asterisks mark the significant differences:
* - p-value< 0.05; ** - p-value< 0.01. Dashed lines represent the
corresponding noise floor.

The 60 sec light adaptation with 15 µW (35,000 Td) bleached
∼41% of the cone-photoreceptor pigment. In the second set
of experiments, we investigated whether the flicker ORG can
detect significant differences in cone OS responses under two
different peak flicker illuminances (50,000 and 26,000 Td). The
frequency characteristics we obtained are presented in Fig. 4.
The noise floor values at each data point on the frequency
axis were obtained by calculation of the RMS value of the
corresponding column of the averaged spectrogram (in the
7.75–42.25 Hz range, excluding a 10 Hz wideband around the
stimulus frequency). We observed lower cone OS optical path
length modulation amplitudes for the lower retinal illuminance
case quite consistently across the frequency range, for subject
1, while mainly below 12 Hz, for subject 2. In the last set of
experiments, we compared the response to a frequency-chirped
square wave stimulus with the response to a frequency-chirped
sinusoidal stimulus. The frequency characteristics are presented
in Fig. 5, where the response to a square wave stimulus is larger
than the response to a sinusoidal stimulus, especially at lower
frequencies. Lastly, we measured two additional subjects (using
a peak illuminance of 50,000 Td for the chirped square wave
flicker stimulus), and we compared the results for this small
group (Fig. 6). For three subjects, the amplitudes of the fre-
quency response were similar, while one subject had a higher
average response amplitude below 15 Hz.

Interestingly, the general monotonically decreasing shape of
the frequency characteristics of the cone OS optical path length
modulation amplitude differs from the frequency response of
the ERG signal, which for healthy humans often shows a peak
around 30 Hz [7]. Some of the significant differences observed
in the first subject above 30 Hz in both experiments might be
artifactual. We think that this is the case, especially for the
chirped square wave flicker stimulus with 50,000 Td peak illu-
minance. Investigation of ORG signals suggests that spurious
phase difference modulation was caused by the COS length
change estimation step that used a simple STOC-T phase dif-
ference evaluation between consecutive time points. The use of
more advanced methods, such as the Knox–Thompson method
[22], might improve the quality of the results.

We hypothesize that the lack of a 30 Hz maximum in the f-
ORG plots is related to the different origins of the signal. The
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Fig. 5. Comparison of ∆COS amplitudes between square wave
and sinusoidal chirped stimuli in two subjects. Dashed lines
represent the corresponding noise floor.
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Fig. 6. Comparison of ∆COS amplitudes in four subjects under
the same stimulus conditions (see text). Error bars represent ± one
standard deviation. Dashed lines represent the corresponding noise
floor.

flicker ERG measures electric signals from the whole cone path-
way, and dominance of the postreceptoral component is maximal
at 30 Hz [23], while our f-ORG focuses only on the changes in
the optical path length within the cones’ outer segment.

Meanwhile, we think that the difference between responses to
the sinusoidal and square wave stimuli of the same amplitude
is the result of 4/π times higher amplitude of the fundamen-
tal component of the square waveform. Such differences must
be taken into account when comparing results obtained with
different stimulus types.

Though subject 2 differed from the rest of the group in a
number of features, we prefer to avoid speculations on their cor-
relation and/or causality to the differences without performing
measurements on a larger group of subjects.

The implementation of frequency chirp to our f-ORG stim-
ulus significantly reduces the number of measurements needed
to characterize the photoreceptors’ frequency response, drasti-
cally lowering the time required to perform the experiments and
analyze the data. We have shown that there are no significant
differences between sequential reading and chirp stimulation.
Reducing the illuminance of the flashing stimulus causes signif-
icant changes in the amplitude of the photoreceptor response in
the frequency region from 7 to 30 Hz, indicating the frequency
range optimal for sensitive f-ORG recording. For a precise
measurement of the frequency characteristics, we suggest an
accurate selection of the pre-flicker illuminance for adaptation
and the flicker mean illuminance, to avoid drifts in ∆COS at the

beginning of the flicker stimulation. Given the limited number
of subjects and measurements, the significant differences pre-
sented herein should be considered preliminary and necessitate
further research. Future experiments will focus on studying f-
ORG frequency responses at different eccentricities and with
varying modulation contrasts. Ultimately, this approach may
provide a frequency response-based biomarker for early detec-
tion of retinal degeneration and ORG-enabled monitoring of
therapy.
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